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Abstract
We present a method for establishing confidence in the de-

cisions of an autonomous car which accounts for errors not

only in control but also in perception. The key idea is

that the controller generates a certificate, which is a kind

of proof that its interpretation of the scene is accurate and

its proposed action is safe. Checking the certificate is faster

and simpler than generating it, which allows for a monitor

that comprises a much smaller trusted base than the sys-

tem as a whole. Simulation experiments suggest that the

approach is practical.

1. Introduction
Autonomous cars must be at least as reliable as human

drivers, who on average drive 100 million miles between

fatal accidents [1]. The environmental complexity of au-

tonomous driving requires large codebases and opaque neu-

ral networks that are unlikely ever to be verifiable, and are

barely even testable (especially if tests are rerun after any

modification).

A classic solution to this dilemma in many cyberphysi-

cal systems is to add a runtime monitor whose functional-

ity is limited to preventing accidents, and which, by being

smaller and simpler, is amenable to verification. Such a

monitor is often called a “safety controller” because its pri-

mary function is to enforce control laws. In an autonomous

car, however, higher-level planning and control is neither

the primary source of complexity nor the cause of common

failures. The problem is perception: that is, the car does

not calculate stopping distances incorrectly but rather fails

to notice an obstacle ahead, or misreads the lane markings.

Perception errors can have deadly consequences. For

example, in 2018 an Uber automated driving system (ADS)

struck and killed a pedestrian walking across the road with

their bicycle [2]. This accident was attributable in part

to a perception discrepancy. The ADS did not robustly

identify the pedestrian, which led to downstream errors in

path prediction and ultimately to the crash.

Perception discrepancies underlie many ADS disen-

gagements. In their study of nearly 160,000 ADS disen-

gagements, Boggs et al. [3] found that 21% of them were

directly attributable to discrepancies in perception, most

of which were object detection errors.

In addition to issues directly attributable to perception,

perception feeds information to the planning and control

stages [4], and may also be exacerbated by poor weather or

road conditions. Such indirect failures account for another

53% of disengagements. All told, perception errors may

influence three quarters of all ADS disengagements.

We propose a monitor that can mitigate flaws not only

in control but also in perception. The key ideas are:

1. The monitor does not directly access sensors, nor in-

terpret their data, but instead checks a certificate, a

proof that the proposed action is sound generated by

the controller.

2. The certificate uses sensor readings (which are signed

and thus unforgeable) and is designed so that the

presence, and never the absence, of readings is su�-

cient to establish confidence in the controller’s inter-

pretation.

3. For perception in particular, the certificate includes

a small number of properties that can be e�ciently

checked by the monitor and yet are su�cient to es-

tablish a reasonable degree of confidence in the in-

terpretation.

The remainder of our paper outlines the structure of

our certificate and its associated checks; describes some

experiments we have performed to evaluate the approach

in the CARLA simulator [5]; surveys related work; and

finally notes some of the key limitations of our approach.

2. A Perception Certificate
Our certificate is designed to mitigate the most likely and

most consequential errors in perception: that an object

is not registered at all (risking collision with an obstacle

the car fails to see); that multiple, distinct objects are in-

correctly perceived to be a single object (thus confusing

a pedestrian with a car, for example); and that the road

surface is not distinguished from potential obstacles.

The controller interprets the scene from a combination

of visual and LiDAR data. It constructs a segmentation

of the scene into a collection of distinct objects, each la-

beled with an object type (“car”, “pedestrian”, etc.) In

our implementation, we do not yet make use of the labeling,

except to distinguish the road surface from other objects.

The certificate itself includes only LiDAR points, be-

cause they support a direct physical interpretation. It is

structured as (a) a set of point sets, (b) for each point set,

a “traversal” comprising list of pairs of points; (c) for each

point set, a 3D velocity; and (d) a labeling of the point sets

that includes at least whether a point set corresponds to

the road surface or another ground plane (such as the side-

walk). Each point corresponds to a single LiDAR reading

(a 3D location and 3D velocity relative to the ego car), and

can be signed to prevent forgery.

The following tests, corresponding to the errors men-

tioned above, are applied to the certificate:

1. Spatial contiguity. Each pair of points in the

traversal for an object is compared to ensure that

the points are a maximum distance apart.



2. Consistent velocity. Each pair of points in the

traversal for an object is compared to ensure that

the points have velocities that are compatible within

some ‘v of the velocity of the point set itself.

3. Su�cient density. The 2D space in front of the

car is divided into a grid of cells; this test ensures

that there is at least one point (from some point set)

that falls in each cell.

4. Ground height. For any point set labeled as be-

ing in the ground plane, the height of every point is

checked to ensure that it is indeed at ground level.

5. Collision distance. For each point set, we calculate

the relative stopping distance using the point set’s

velocity, the velocity of the ego vehicle, and assumed

maximum decelerations, and check that no point in

the set is within that stopping distance.

The first two tests ensure that each point set plausibly

represents a single physical object, by preventing cases in

non-contiguous objects have been merged. The third test

ensures that there are no holes in the interpretation of the

scene (and requires, incidentally, that areas in the sky or

beyond the LiDAR range be represented explicitly as Li-

DAR points with infinite distance). The final test uses the

determined obstacles to prevent collision.

3. Experiments & Evaluation
We are evaluating the approach on scenarios chosen to re-

flect real conditions. Scenarios tested so far include:

1. The ego car following behind another car;

2. The ego car approaching a stationary car;

3. A bicycle crossing the road ahead of the ego car;

4. A scene with two vehicles ahead of the lead car that

are close enough to not be distinguished by the con-

troller.

Scenario (3) was based on the Uber incident in Tempe,

AZ). Figure 1 shows a sample frame from the video of this

scenario, illustrating the point at which the monitor deter-

mines that although the controller has correctly segmented

the scene into contiguous objects, the object representing

the bicycle is too close given the ego car’s speed. In this

case, the monitor would issue an emergency braking inter-

vention. The full version of the paper will analyze addi-

tional scenarios in more detail.

4. Related Work
Existing approaches to assurance of autonomous systems

span a wide spectrum, from formal verification to runtime

monitors of controllers. Few, however, address problems

with perception. Responsibility-sensitive safety (RSS) [6],

for example, has been proposed as a way to provide assur-

ance for the overall autonomy stack, but falls back on sta-

tistical notions of correctness to handle sensor errors, and

does not attempt to mitigate errors in sensor data analysis.

Various frameworks have been proposed for runtime

monitors that provide assurance for controllers, such as the

Simplex Architecture [7, 8, 9] and control envelopes [10, 11].

These approaches do not extend to perception systems,

since it is not possible to give an input-output specifica-

tion of their intended behavior.

Figure 1: Collision check failure

Several approaches have been proposed for formal ver-

ification of neural networks [12, 13], but these approaches

are either restricted to neural networks used for control or

simple properties such as the absence of adversarial exam-

ples in a small neighborhood around an input. Our ap-

proach, in contrast, can be applied to perception systems

beyond local criteria like adversarial examples, and can be

extended to those that do not rely on neural networks.

Reasonableness monitors [14, 15] have been proposed

as a way to leverage an ontology of a scene in order to

detect unexpected perceptions, such as a mailbox crossing

a street. Unlike our approach, they do not allow reason-

ing about fine-grained features of a driving environment,

and do not address errors of omission—a major cause of

problems. Also, reasonableness monitors will not detect

whether objects are incorrectly dropped from the scene.

Credible compilation [16] and Proof-Carrying Code

(PCC) [17] have been proposed as general techniques for

software components to justify the correctness of their com-

putations. Our approach bears some resemblance to them,

but extends them to the case of perception, in which guar-

antees of correctness that cover all possible cases are not

possible.

5. Limitations
Our current checks cannot identify a situation where the

controller incorrectly segments a single object into multiple

objects, because we only perform checks for object coher-

ence within the bounds of each purported object.

Another limitation is that the density check can spu-

riously fail for certain object orientations. If an object is

at an angle nearly perpendicular to the sensor, the limited

resolution of the LiDAR may cause consecutive points in

the scan to be measured at far away di�erent distances,

causing the check to fail even though the object is actually

connected. This is a fundamental limitation of LiDAR in-

formation; there is no way to determine based on the sensor

data whether the object is fully connected.

Our checks do not currently account for sensor noise

and localized failures like omitted points. In the future we

could incorporate a more probabilistic approach that takes

noise into account.
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